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Abstract
Aims: This study aimed to describe the characteristics of the workplace-related clusters of COVID-19 and its
transmissions into communities in Vietnam. Methods and Material: We accessed the database of COVID-19 by
the Ministry of Health, Vietnam. Variables included sources of infection, age, sex, nationality, the dates of onset
of symptoms and discharge from hospitals, and ID of each patient tested positive with COVID-19. Information
from each patient was linked to the sources of infection to identify workplace-related clusters. Among 314
patients, we excluded 43 cases related to two charter flights, the remaining 271 cases were eligible for the study.
Results: The biggest cluster of hospital canteen included 26 workers and their 31 family members or hospital’s
patients. The second biggest cluster included a pilot of the Vietnam airlines and other 16 patients who have close
contact with him at the Bar Buddha at Ho Chi Minh City. A total of 87 patients (32.1% of 271 cases) were related
to these workplace-related clusters. The suspected time and the clinical course was significantly longer in the
workplace-related clusters than other patients (mean 6.52 vs. 4.05 days, p=0.0191) and (mean 28.71 vs. 20.52
days, p=0.0005), respectively. Conclusions: Because COVID-19 infection at workplaces was responsible for
nearly one-third of the total patients, there was a novel emerged occupational risk factor at work due to coronavirus
infection. Safety at the workplace in preventing COVID-19 transmission is highly needed.
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Introduction
Since December 2019, COVID-19 has caused
outbreaks of atypical pneumonia in Wuhan, China, which
subsequently became a pandemic all over the world. By
May 18, 2020, the disease had spread to 216 countries,
areas, and territories, and WHO had recorded 4,628,903
cases of COVID-19 worldwide and attributed 312,009
deaths to the disease [1]. This disease was confirmed to
be transmissible from person to person and seemed to
cause clusters of disease in healthcare workers (HCWs)
[2]. Moreover, the presentation of COVID-19 has ranged
from asymptomatic/ mild symptoms to severe illness with
prolonged incubation time [3-4-5], which makes the virus

easily spread in communities.
Vietnam, located in Southeast Asia, sharing the long
border with China to the North was supposed to have
a high risk of being affected by the pandemic. Besides,
with a population of over 97 million in 2020, Vietnam is
among the countries with high population density. Given
the geographical and demographical features, Vietnam is
at a high risk of importing COVID-19 from oversea with
the highest number of patients concentrated in Ha Noi and
Ho Chi Minh City [6].
Vietnam confirmed its first cases of COVID-19 on 23
January 2020. The first patient was a 66-year-old man from
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Wuhan, China, visiting Vietnam with his wife and met
his son in Nha Trang, Vietnam who was also confirmed
positive with COVID-19 on the same day. A female hotel
receptionist who had contact history with the first patient
was diagnosed with COVID-19 on February 1, 2020, and
this cluster was determined to be the first work-related
cluster in Vietnam [6-7].
Although most of Vietnam is in a tropical climate
with high temperatures and humidity clarified to be
a disadvantage for the virus’s survival [8], the recent
increase in using indoor air conditioners in the workplace
might create a closed environment with relatively cold
temperatures and low humidity that facilitate the viral
transmission. For these reasons, common workplace such
as factories, schools, hospitals, workshops, offices might
have a higher risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and once
infected, these workers are more likely to develop severe
manifestations of disease caused by the virus and spread
into their communities. This study aimed to describe
the characteristics of the workplace-related clusters of
COVID-19 and its transmissions into communities in
Vietnam.

The derived indicators
The derived indicators are calculated as follows: (1)
an identified incubation or asymptomatic time was the
time from the first exposure day to the date of onset of
symptoms and its data available for 77 patients. (2) The
suspected time was the time from the date of onset of
symptoms to the date confirmed positive with the virus
and its data available for 89 patients. (3) A clinical course
was the time from the date of onset of symptoms to the
discharge date and its data available for 84 patients. (4)
A clearance time was the time from the date confirmed
positive with COVID-19 to the discharge date and its data
available for 260 patients.

Materials and Methods

Ethical approval
The research team has used data extracted from
the Ministry of Health’s COVID-19 information page
[6], which provided essential information to help
the procedure of preventing the community spread.
Name, personal address, date of birth, and other private
information of COVID-19 patients were presented neither
on the information page nor in the database, therefore
ethical guideline is not applied in the present study.

Study design and data source
This study was designed to describe the epidemiological
characteristics of 8 workplace-related clusters of
COVID-19 in Vietnam using descriptive epidemiological
methods and to explore the differences in clinical indicators
including incubation time, suspected time, clinical course,
and clearance time between the workplace-related and the
non-workplace related group. Data regarding patients’
age, sex, nationality, the dates of onset of symptoms, and
discharge from hospitals were extracted from official
information published by the Ministry of Health, Vietnam.
Work-related cluster concept
A group of patients tested positive with COVID-19
included at least one worker or officer of a recognized
institution with formal economical activities was defined
as a cluster in the present study. The first case might be
an imported case (F0) and the case had a rich contact
with F0 case was the local case (F1) and the other local
case had close contact with F1 was categorized as an F2.
A workplace-associated cluster refers to an aggregation
of cases grouped in one particular workplace and time.
The number of cases in one cluster is usually suspected
to be bigger, even though the expected number may not
be known [9]. Tracing and testing information from
each patient was linked to sources of agents to identify
workplace-related clusters.
Inclusion and exclusion of study participants
By 16 May 2020, 314 patients tested positive with
COVID-19. We excluded 43 cases related to two charter
flights. The remaining 271 cases were eligible for the
present study. Only cases of infected patients within
communities were included in the analysis, charter flight
cases were excluded.
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Data management and analysis
Data were reviewed between different sources,
cleaned and encoded by Microsoft Excel. STATA 14.0
was used to analyze research data. These indicators were
used in the analysis to explore the differences between 2
groups using the T-test. All p-values are two-sided and
0.05 (α value) was considered the threshold to indicate
statistical significance.

Results
There were 8 clusters identified as follows, cluster-1
(C1): Patient number 3 had close contact with the imported
patient number 1 who was from Wuhan, China, at a hotel
where she was working in Nha Trang city. Cluster-2
(C2): Patient number 35 had close contact with the two
imported patient number 22 & 23 who were from the UK,
at an electronic store (her workplace) in Da Nang city.
Cluster-3 (C3): Patient number 39 had close contact with
the imported patient number 24 who was from the UK
and a member of a tour from Hanoi to Ninh Binh city, in
which Patient number 39 worked as tour-guide. Cluster-4
(C4): Patients number 46 & 59 were the crewmembers of
Vietnam Airlines of the Hanoi-London-Hanoi route and
they were infected on the airplane during their working
services. Cluster-5 (C5): Patient number 91 was a pilot
working for Vietnam Airlines of the Hanoi-London-Hanoi
route and he was infected on the airplane. Later, the other
16 patients had close contact with him at the Bar Buddha
in Ho Chi Minh City. Cluster-6 (C6): The cluster occurred
at the workplace of Bach Mai hospital’s canteen. A total of
57 patients were infected and related to this cluster. The
source of infection was unknown. Cluster-7 (C7): Two
physicians were infected from COVID-19 patients at
the emergency care unit for COVID-19 of the National
Tropical Infectious Disease Hospital. Cluster-8 (C8):
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Timing of events and cases in Cluster 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

Timing of events and cases in Cluster 6
Figure 1. Timing of Events and Cases in Cluster 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 6 in Vietnam
Patient number 183 who is a journalist and had close
contact with patient number 148 when he was working
(Table 1) (Figure 1).
Table 2 showed the number of patients positive with
COVID-19 in Vietnam by May 6, 2020, by age group and
gender in the non-work-related and work-related group.
In the non-work-related group, the number of patients
positive with COVID-19 was concentrated on working
ages and decreased consistently with age. There were 25
patients under the age of twenty. The number of patients
increased to a peak of 78 patients in the 20-29 age group,
followed by a significant drop to 28 patients in the next
age group. In the age group of the 40s, 50s, and 60s, the
number of patients was relatively small, which was 17,
19, and 13, respectively. There were only 4 patients over
the age of 70 in the non-work-related group. There was a
notable difference in the percentage of male (36.8%) and

female (63.2%) patients in the work-related group, while
this gap was insignificant in the non-work-related group.
Table 3 showed a comparison between the nonwork-related and the work-related group, regarding
age, incubation period, suspected time, clinical course,
and clearance time. Regarding age, the mean age of
patients included in the non-work-related group is
32.96 years, compared to 41.98 years of the mean age
of the work-related group. The difference is 9.02 years
and has statistical significance (p=0.0001). Moreover,
the age of the youngest patient in the non-work-related
group is 0.25 years, by contrast, the number is 15 years
in the work-related group. These results suggested that
the patients in the work-related group tend to be older
than the remaining group. The suspected time in the
work-related group (6.52 days) is also significantly
longer, p=0.0191 than that in the non-work-related group
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Table 1. Eight Clusters of COVID-19 Occurrences in Vietnam
The ِDate of Cases Tested Positive with COVID-19
Cluster (C)

F0

F1 & F2

Started date

Finished date

Total cases

Percent

C1

P1

P3

23-Jan-20

1-Feb-20

2

2.3

C2

P22

P35

8-Mar-20

11-Mar-20

3

3.4

8-Mar-20

11-Mar-20

2

2.3

15-Mar-20

2

2.3

P23
C3

P24

P39

C4

unknown

P46
P59

C5

P91

16 patients

24-Mar-20

7-Apr-20

17

19.5

C6

unknown

57 patients

20-Mar-20

15-Apr-20

57

65.5

C7

unknown

2 Physicians

20-Mar-20

25-Mar-20

2

2.3

C8

P148

P183

26-Mar-20

29-Mar-20

2

2.3

87

100

Total

Table 2. Study Participants by Age Group and Sex
Variable

Non-work-related COVID-19

Work-related COVID-19
Patients

Total

Age group

Patients

Percent

Percent

Patients

Percent

0-19

25

13.6

1

1.1

26

9.6

20-29

78

42.4

22

25.3

100

36.9

30-39

28

15.2

15

17.2

43

15.9

40-49

17

9.2

26

29.9

43

15.9

50-59

19

10.3

13

14.9

32

11.8

60-69

13

7.1

8

9.2

21

7.7

70+

4

2.2

2

2.3

6

2.2

Total

184

100

87

100

271

100

men

93

50.5

32

36.8

125

46.1

women

91

49.5

55

63.2

146

53.9

Total

184

100

87

100

271

100

Sex

Discussion

(4.05 days). Similarly, the difference in mean clinical
courses between the two groups (20.52 days versus 28.71
days) is 8.19 days, which is also statistically significant
(p=0.0005). Finally, clearance time follows a similar
trend: the clearance time in the non-work-related and
the work-related group is 18.35 days and 21.56 days,
respectively. The difference is statistically significant:
3.21 days (p=0.0097). In contrast, considering the mean
incubation time, there was no significant difference
between the non-work-related and the work-related group,
the mean incubation period is 7.65 and 8.04, respectively,
p=0.3952.

We observed the differences with statistical
significance regarding suspected time, mean clinical
course, and clearance time between the non-work-related
and the work-related clusters. Longer clinical course and
clearance time suggested the complication of Covid-19
disease courses in the workplace-related cluster compared
to non-workplace-related patients, which underscore the
importance of proactive steps to appropriately prevent
and control the disease spreading. Lessons learned from
this study can provide valuable guidance for containing

Table 3. Early Outcome of COVID-19 Management and Treatment
Difference

T-test

n

Non-work-related COVID-19
Mean (1)

S.D.

Min

Max

n

Mean (2)

S.D.

Min

Max

(2)-(1)

p

Age

184

32.96

15.91

0.25

74

87

41.98

14.14

15

88

9.02

0.0001

Incubation

52

7.65

6.05

0

25

25

8.04

5.91

1

24

0.39

0.3952

Suspected time

62

4.05

4.15

0

28

27

6.52

6.8

1

33

2.47

0.0191

Clinical course

60

20.52

9.49

6

64

24

28.71

11.19

16

51

8.19

0.0005

Clearance time

178

18.35

9.74

1

61

82

21.56

11.21

3

50

3.21

0.0097

Variable
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Work-related COVID-19
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workplace-related COVID-19 spread in Vietnam and other
countries. Because COVID-19 infection at workplaces
was responsible for nearly one-third of the total patients
reported in Vietnam by May 6, 2020, there was a
novel emerging occupational risk factor at work due to
coronavirus infection.
In general, the number of patients tested positive with
COVID-19 was highest in the age group of the 20s in the
non-workplace-related group, and by contrast, this number
spreader more sporadically in the workplace-related
group. Also, the mean age of the work-related group is
higher. These can be explained by the fact that individuals
belonging to the former group are mainly international
students and foreign workers who were early detected
and isolated at airports [10]. Meanwhile, work-related
clusters of unknown sources tend to involve people from
a wider range of age, including patients’ family members
and patients’ customers. In the case of nosocomial
infection that occurred in Bach Mai hospital, patients
confirmed positive with COVID-19 included in-patients
and out-patients of the hospital, family members taking
care of those patients, healthcare workers, and their
neighbors [10].
The number of cases that are older than 40 in both
work-related and non-work-related groups consisted of
only around one-tenth of the total number of patients and
slowly decreased by age. This suggested that, in Vietnam,
COVID-19 is mainly spread among young people.
A systematic review study had shown asymptomatic
patients can spread the virus [11], therefore, we speculated
that active roles of young patients in work-place settings
and family settings can be the cause of transmission
of COVID-19 in communities. For that reason, we
suggested that enhancing awareness of young people about
COVID-19 is crucial in controlling this disease.
The mean clinical course of the work-related group is
longer (8.19 days) than that of the non-work-related group.
Since the clinical course equals the sum of suspected
time and clearance time, the longer clinical course can
be attributed to either longer suspected time, clearance
time, or both. According to our study, both suspected
time and clearance time in the work-related group are
longer than those in the non-work-related group. First, we
propose an explanation for the long-suspected time in the
work-related group. As mentioned earlier, the non-workrelated group includes many international workers and
students imported into Vietnam, who were all mandatorily
immediately quarantined and tested, hence the time delay
between their onset of symptoms and confirmation of
being positive (i.e suspected time) is shorter. In contrast,
the suspected time in the work-related group is longer
(2.47 days), probably explained by the facts that patients
in the work-related group tended to delay seeking medical
attention and testing for some reasons (no mandatory
testing, neglecting the importance of early diagnosis, being
overwhelmed by work, positive diagnosis may interfere
with the current job). Second, we explain why clearance
time in the work-related group is also longer (3.21 days)
than the remaining group. Longer suspected time also
helps explain longer clearance time: the delay in seeking

early medical attention and testing leads to a more severe
trajectory and hence delayed healing. Besides longer
suspected time, we speculate that other explanations
exist. First, the mean age of the work-related group was
higher than the mean age of the non-work-related group,
and older people are more likely to become severe cases
and have delayed recovery [12-13-14-15]. Second, there
are some unknown risk factors related to the workplace
that cause work-related patients to suffer from more
severe outcomes and delayed healing: close, multiple and
prolonged contacts with carriers, as normally happening
in the workplace, resulting in inhaling more viral particles
which leads to more severe disease. Although this
assumption has not been studied in COVID-19 due to its
severity, it was studied in the case of Influenza, in which
volunteers exposed to more viral particles experienced
more severe symptoms [16].
There was no statistically significant difference
between the non-work-related and the work-related group,
regarding the mean incubation.
Workers tend to delay seeking medical evaluation
even when they have symptoms, which increases the
chance of transmission in the workplace and can cause
serious outbreaks. Therefore, having workers report
daily health conditions, including body temperature
and respiratory symptoms, is crucial. Since COVID-19
symptoms can be mild [3-4], workers tend to go to work
despite having symptoms, or “presenteeism”. Measures
to enhance awareness of workers about COVID-19 like
encouraging individual responsibility to stay at home if
unwell, and to actively seek medical help is critical to
prevent workplace outbreak. Intensive PCR testing and
quarantine for high-risk individuals and cohorts at their
workplaces and communities are also important to early
detect and prevent the spread of COVID-19.
In the non-healthcare-related group, universal
measures must be implemented cautiously to protect
them from COVID-19. These measures include hand
washing, wearing masks, social distancing, disinfection of
the environment, and enhancing awareness of workers.
According to WHO, proper and frequent hand washing
is one of the most crucial measures to prevent COVID-19
[17]. Although personal protective equipment (PPE) is
not recommended for workers in non-healthcare settings,
surgical masks should be worn by people with respiratory
symptoms to avoid the spreading of the droplets [18].
Moreover, given the possibility of close human to human
contact in workplace settings, the physical distance must
be kept between worker-customer and worker-worker. In
an experiment examining the stability of SARS-CoV-2
applied on different surfaces, viable viruses were detected
up to 72 hours after application to stainless steel and plastic
surfaces [19]. Therefore, routine disinfection of frequently
touched surfaces in the workplace is also recommended
to prevent COVID-19 [20].
For the healthcare-related group, a recent article
stated the reasons for nosocomial infection in China as
inadequate personal protection, long time exposure to a
large number of infected patients, shortage of PPE, and
lack of training for infection prevention and control [21].
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In terms of infection prevention and control measures,
several reports indicated that there were no secondary
infections in healthcare workers exposed to infected
patients while using only contact and droplet precautions,
in the absence of airborne precautions [22-23]. Therefore,
applying standard precautions for all patients, and
additional droplet and contact precautions for patients with
COVID-19 is crucial to limit the spread of COVID-19
in the hospital and protect the HCWs and patients [18].
Second, as a shortage of PPE is an ongoing difficult
problem, support from society and manufacturers is
essential to ensure sufficient supply for the HCWs.
Lastly, raising the awareness of HCWs about infection
prevention and control, especially the importance and
indication of PPE in each situation plays an important
role in COVID-19 control. Studies concluded that the use
of PPE and infection control training is associated with a
decreased risk of coronavirus infection [24].
The Bach Mai hospital and the government have
conducted comprehensive measures, including mass
screening of staff, patients, and caregivers; sufficient PPE
supply and proper wearing practice; hospital blockade
and suspected cases isolation; disinfection of the entire
hospital; announcing hotlines to receive information of
possibly related people, etc. As a result, the situation in
Bach Mai hospital has been contained well within less
than one month, where only 2 among 57 cases are HCWs.
This result is consistent with the study emphasizing the
role of comprehensive surveillance strategy, outbreak
management, and individual responsibility to achieve
success in early detection of COVID-19 clusters among
HCWs [25].
Vietnam has been successful in containing COVID-19
with only 314 confirmed cases (or 2.9 cases per million
people), despite having a 1400 km border with China and a
large population of 97 million people [6]. This success can
be attributed to the early and decisive action of Vietnam’s
Government. Vietnam Ministry of Health together with
other relevant ministries implemented unprecedented
Covid-19 control measures, including strictly controlling
all points of entry, halting all flights from high-risk areas,
conducting immediate suspected cases quarantine, and
comprehensive contact tracing [26-27-28].
Our study limitations include the small sample size
available for data analysis. Moreover, we were not able to
evaluate patients’ basic health conditions in each compared
group, one factor that might affect the result of our
study. We found differences with statistical significance
regarding mean age, gender, mean clinical course, and
clearance time between the non-work-related and the
work-related group. Although there is interest in finding
the underlying reasons, we are unable to fully address
this point in our study, and further studies are warranted
to elucidate the main findings in our study.
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